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Exercises to Seminar 4

1. Impulse-responses in SVAR

Use the file selvm2.xls that we have analysed in lecture 7 and 8.

(a) Formulate a VAR of order 3 for Lmenns and Lkvinns and use the same
dummies for outliers that we used in the example in the lectures (see
Lecture7 suicide.fl). Use the two possible Cholesky factorizations and
compare graphs of the two exactly identified impulse response functions.

(b) Specify an overidentified SVAR which is different from the one in Lecture8
suicideA.fl, and show graphs of the impulse response functions for this
model. Check that the overidentifying restrictions are not rejected by the
LR test. If you want, you can also compare the impulse-responses with
the one that followed from the model in Lecture8 suicideA.fl

2. Model with potentially exogenous variables.

Supplement the data set selvm2.xls with the unemployment rate variable arbl
in selvm2arbl.xls.

(a) Formulate a VAR for Lmenns and arbl. Try to make the VAR well
specified econometrically, with approximately normal residuals.

(b) Investigate, with the aid of one or more econometric models of the VAR,
the hypothesis that an increase in the rate of unemployment leads to a
higher suicidal rate among men.

(c) Formulate a conditional model of Lmennst, conditional on arblt and pos-
sibly lags of arblt. Investigate the invariance (or lack thereof) of the
conditional model with respect to structural breaks in the equation for
arblt.

3. Forecasting withVAR/SEM models

Formulate and estimate a model for the three variables Lmenns, Lkvinns and
arbl. Use your model to forecast 2005, 2006, 2008 and 2009.

4. “History of ideas”

Read section 8 in Haavelmo’s Probability Approach (the link is on the course
net page). Is there some “common ground” between that discussion and i) the
Lucas-critique,and ii) super exogeneity? Explain briefly.
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